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Voyantic Tagsurance UHF Tester Enables HID Global to Deliver
Optimized High Quality UHF Tags
The RFID market has learned the value of consistent high quality of supplied tags after having faced some
reliability issues in the early phases of UHF RFID deployment. End users and solution providers have
become aware of this fact and the quality requirements for UHF RFID tags have increased. As the
requirements for each application differ, the production test systems need to be flexible and also provide
superior testing capabilities for the most technologically advanced products.
Voyantic is proud to relay that HID Global has deployed the Tagsurance UHF tester in their production
facility following successful tests in their R&D and quality labs.
The Tagsurance UHF tester from Voyantic Ltd. not only tests the functionality of the tag on reader
frequency, but is also capable of testing the tags on a wide frequency range. This allows the supplier to
perform application specific testing based on the tuning level in the end application. The Tagsurance also
gathers process capability data by actually measuring the tag performance at production speed. Based on
the data provided by Tagsurance, in-house production processes can be comprehensively analyzed and
constantly monitored and improved.
HID Global, with over two decades of RFID development and manufacturing experience, offers the
industry's most diverse and flexible line of RFID tags and transponders. As a trusted source for secure
identity solutions, HID Global has built a reputation based on quality, which the Voyantic Tagsurance plays
an important role in assisting them to continually deliver. Previous positive experiences with the Voyantic
measurement solutions and their ease of use in the lab made the choice of Voyantic testing equipment for
the production environment an easy decision.
Eric Suligoj, Director of Business Development Industry & Logistics, Identification Technologies at HID
Global, is very pleased with the test system: "The Tagsurance UHF tester has been implemented in our
production facility at HID Global last year. We use this product to test our UHF tag products in their final
phase of production. We were surprised by its speed of measurement. Minimizing the time taken to test
each tag is an important factor during the quality control process given the volumes of tags we produce
daily. But more importantly, this tester delivers accurate characterization data we haven’t had access to
before. This will enable us to fine tune our processes and continue to deliver best-in-class UHF tag
products.”

About Voyantic Ltd.
Voyantic provides RFID testing and measurement solutions, including Tagformance UHF RFID system and Tagsurance
UHF Tester. The company has delivered well over 150 solutions to the leading tag manufacturers, tag designers,
research institutes and test centers. Headquartered in Finland, Voyantic serves customers on four continents
through distributors and direct sales.
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